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Teaching "La Dor V' Dor"
When Edith Schulman and her husband, Charles, wanted to make their

grandsons more aware of family history, they went to Nashville, TN.
There, at "The Cemetery" (Congregation Ohabia Shalom's Jewish Cemetery)
Jordan (left) and Bradley, found the grave of their great-great-great
grandparents Benjamin and Mina Bissinger. See page 7 for Edith's story.
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CALENDAR:
Future JGSGO Programs + others
_Tuesday, September 9: Regular Meeting, Senior Lounge
JCC, 7:00 p.m., Program: Success Stories; and Report of the
IAJGS Conference by Larry Morrell

Tuesday, October 14: Regular Meeting, JCC Senior Lounge,
7 PM, Program: "If Walls Could Talk" Edith Schulman
(you will be amazed what was recently found during
renovations of Edith's old home in Nashville).

Sunday, November 16: "A Sunday Afternoon at the JGSGO
Library" 1:30 p.m., Special Tour of the JGSGO holdings,
with Herb Adler, JGSGO Librarian. Session at the Central
FL Holocaust Memorial Center, on the JCC Campus. (Note:
no Tuesday meeting in November)

December:
Planning a special luncheon on a Sunday afternoon

noting JGSGO's "Bar/Bat Mitzvah" year! JGSGO Annual
Meeting, Elections and Luncheon, more information
pending.
Watch for details.

July 11-16, 2004 -The 24th IAJGS International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy, Renaissance
Jerusalem Hotel, Israel
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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE:
LookingForward to our 13th Year at JGSGO

by Jerry Kurland, JGSGO, Chairman
On October 8, 2002: JGSGO met at the Seminole County

Public Library, Casselberry. The program was "Salute to
Gene Starn, " founder of the
JGSGO. Starn was responsible
for organizing the JGSGO's
first meeting held on September
10, 1990.Twenty-three people
attended that meeting and all
became "chartered members."
Gene, was the first President for
four years until 1994.In its prime
he built this Societyto a member--
ship of over 75 members in a
small but growing Jewish
Orlando community. This Year,
2003,JGSGO celebrates it's
13year or otherwise known
as our Bar/Bat Mitzvah.
We hope to celebrate this event at our annual special Banquet
in December.

In generalizing, some Bar Mitzvah students study all
year and seem to give up their association to their Synagogue
directly after their big event. I hope this will not be the same
action that our members take after our 13th year in existence.
We look for a continued commitment with your Society, in
taking on more challenges by participating in all the planning
activities in new programming, hospitality, in-put with your
stories of success with your present research with your family
history. We wish to get more members involved in our
activities as program presenters, seminar speakers and
volunteers. We look for fresh voices, fresh ideas and new
questions.

Thanks to all of you in the JGSGO, our future looks
bright! It will only be accomplished by continued membership
growth efforts.

More of our members are now on computers. This
opens up new vistas for programming new class instructions
with "Hands On Computers" to be taught by dedicated
instructors with a knowledge in the field of Jewish
GenealogicalWebsites.

Many thanks to those past Presidents; Gene Starn,
Gladys Friedman Paulin, Jay Schleichkorn, and Sim
Seckbach, who helped build the Society. I also extend
appreciation to the officers and members of the Board of
Directors who still carry the torch of service to our Society.

And to all the members, I extend the invitation and
request that you too get involved. We need you to carry some
of the workload to make it easier for everybody who
volunteers.

HOW TO FILL A NEWSLETTER
By: Jay Schleichkorn, Editor, Etz Chaim

Finding good material to publish is often a challenge
for editors of newsletters and journals. The ideal content
should be interesting, informative, useful, or original -
preferably all of the above. Finding enough of this kind of
news to fill issue after issue requires an editor to be
resourceful, skillful, and imaginative. He also needs a lot of
time to devote to the job!

The editor who is successful must:
1) write articles and news items as needed; 2) identify and
motivate contributors; and 3) produce and interesting,
helpful, and error-free publication.

The talents needed to succeed as an editor are:
organization; a compulsion about detail and accuracy; a
working knowledge of genealogy; the desire and ability to
verify' information; and the ability to get a finished product
out on time.

Since I became editor of Etz Chaim and produced
my first edition in the Spring of 1999 (Vol. 9 # 3) I have
endeavored to obtain good material, some items for your
entertainment and many for your education. From comments
I have received from a few JGSGO members, I feel I have
attained my goals. And since I have not received numerous
complaints, apparently, the readers are satisifed.

Obtaining enough good content to publish is easy
when you have a staff, but few genealogy newsletter editors
have that luxury. There's something called the BUSY-B
METHOD. It followsas BAND, BEG, BEAT THE BUSHES,
BRAINSTORM, BARTER, and BORROW.

BAND.... I may not have a staff to supervise but I
would like to try to lead a band, a volunteer band that is.
Let's start with every member being a part of the Band.

Each of you have experience in researching your
family tree; each of you can write or be on the lookout for an
interesting item. If you have traveled, a report related to
genealogy would be interesting. If you have a method of
searching, taking photos, filing, or scrapbooking, you could
offer a tip to all the readers. You won't be compensated as
we all are volunteers, but you will be proud of seeing your
work in print.

BEG•... Begging is never beneath an editor's dignity.
I am willing to BEG readers to submit ideas for articles or
news items. There's a story in all of us. Begging means to ask
for an article, follow up with a letter, e-mail or phone call,
and then pester you until the article is submitted. And all
good begs include 2 request for an illustration or a photo.

BEAT THE BUSHES... Many members spend time
in the LDS library, public library or public record office.
What you do may be of interest to our readers. You may
have a success in an area that should be shared. All you need
to do is expand the content or create an article with a
"twist," something different than what a reader may expect.

(continue on page 6)
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JGSGO ADDS IMPORTANT
REFERENCE BOOK TO THE
LmRARY:

"Genealogical Resources
According to Herb Adler,

tbe JGSGO Librarian, our JGSGO
library recently obtained tbe book,
"Genealogical Resources in NewYor
edited by Estelle M. Guzik, tbe most
comprebensive guide to genealogical
and biograpbical resources in
NewYork City and Albany. Between
the years 1880and 1924,more tban
12million immigrants entered the
United States tbrougb NewYork.
Over 3.5 million of tbese were Jews,
most of wbom settled tbere. Tbe city,
state, and federal governments hold
vast amounts of information
documenting the livesof millionsof
NewYorkers and immigrants wbo
came tbrough the metropolitan area.
As a center of Jewisb settlement,
NewYork is also the home of many
important Jewisb archives and libraries. "Genealogical
Resources in New York" will help tbe genealogist sort
tbrough the maze of these repositories, institutions, and
government agencies to quickly find the information
needed.

Tbis 418-page hardcover volume provides details on
tbe genealogical resources in more than 80 facilities - clearly
and in a uniform format. Included for each repository is a
comprehensive listing of its holdings, address, phone number,
e-mail address, hours, finding aids, access, and copying
facilities. Tbirty-two government agencies and 50 libraries
and archives are covered.

Facilities of interest to all genealogists include:
National Arcbives, NYC Municipal Archives, County
Clerks, Courts, and Board of Elections, New York City and
State vital records, Ellis Island -- American Family
Immigration History Center, Ellis Island -- National Park
Service Arcbives and Library.
Among the entries of special interest to Jewisb genealogists
are: Center for Jewish History, YNO Institute for Jewish
Research, American Jewish Historical Society, Leo Baeck
Institute, American Sephardi Federation, Museum of Jewish
Heritage, New York Public Library -- Dorot Jewish Division
HIAS (Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society)

The complete Table of Contents and additional
details may be seen at: bttp:llwww.jgsny.org/newbook.btm

The extensive description of boldings will save time
for both the genealogist and the research staff by identifying

In New York"

Herb Adler

which repositories contain the needed information - whether
genealogical and biographical materials, local historical and
newspaper collections, maps and gazetteers, census records,
probate records, naturalizations, name changes, vital records
(birth, death, marriage), or voter registrations.
The listing of available finding aids and the forms for
ordering records will also produce faster results.

Estelle M. Guzik, has a B.A. in political science from
Brooklyn College and a master's degree in urban planning
from Hunter College. She served as director of compliance
for the U.S.Department of Housing and Urban Development,
an was formerly staff director to the Federal Regional
Council in New York. She is a longtime member of the
Jewish Genealogical Society - New York, and has served
several terms as President and Vice-president. Estelle was
editor of tbe Society's "Genealogical Resources in the New
York Metropolitan Area" (1989) and is a frequent
contributor to "Dorot," the Society's newsletter and other
genealogical publications.

Edited by Estelle M. Guzik, 418 pages, hardcover
ISBN: 0-9621863-1-7, $49.95. Published by the Jewish
Genealogical SocietyofNewYork.
(Thanks to JGSGO librarian, Herb Adler)

HERITAGE COVERS GENEALOGY
HERITAGE, our local Jewish newspaper recently

had two major articles related to genealogy mentioning the
JGSGO.

In the June 27 issue, in the feature, Scene Around by
Gloria Yousha, the item referred to Laurence "Larry"
Morrell and his meeting with a distant cousin. Seems the
cousin, Patrice Salzenstein of Besancon, France, was in
Tampa to present a paper on sound waves and
communication at a scientific conference. Larry and Patrice
had never met before. They did communicate bye-mail.
According to Larry, "it turns out that Patrice's great, great,
great-grandfatber and my great, great-grandfather were
brothers in Belchatow,Poland in the early 1800s."The article
described Larry's interest in genealogy and how the JGSGO
helped his approach to the family history. Yousha refers to
the "wonderful JGSGO" and mentions how to "find out more
about this terrific organization."

The second major article on July 11, featured
Gladys Friedman Paulin, Certified Genealogical Records
Specialist, announcing her participation in the IAJGS
conference in Washington, July 20-25 with Gladys baving
two presentations. Tbe article also indicated Gladys was
giving two presentations at the FGS (Federation of
Genealogical Societies) National Conference in Orlando on
September 5. Tbe presentations are "So You Have a Jewish
Ancestor-Help for the non-Jewisb Researcher" and "Jewish
Genealogy in Florida." Among her many accomplishments,
Gladys is a professional genealogist and a past president of
theJGSGO.

-.I
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SEARCHING THE 1930 CENSUS
At the JGSGO's June 10th meeting, "Hands-on

Computer Research" was the theme with emphasis on how to
use the computer in searching for information in the 1930
Federal Census. Held at the main branch of the Orange
County Library System (101 East Central Boulevard, in
downtown Orlando from 6:30 to 9 p.m., 25 JGSGO members
attended. Using a computer and slide projector, Gregg
Gronlund, Director of the Genealogy Department
demonstrated how one would find information in the 1930
census. Assistedby Carl Migden, JGSGO member, Gronlund
researched submitted family names. To use the census
properly, one should know the enumeration district. He
emphasized the library staff in the genealogy department is
able to assist in this research. In most instances, the computer
found the names. Several of our members were delighted to
see their family name on the screen and all the information
the census had to offer. Gronlund pointed out the type of
information that is in the 1930 census as each census
requested different information. Whatever may be found
wouldbe valuable in one's genealogical research.

In addition to the Census information, Carl Migden
referred to one of the finest resources for Jewish genealogy,
http://www.jewishgen.org. It offers many sites including
databases, the Yizkor Book Project, the ShtetlSeeker, Poland
Jewish Records Indexing, Cemetery Projects, Ellis Island
information and more. He indicated, "it is the primary
internet source connecting researchers of Jewish genealogy
worldwide."

In closing the meeting, Chairman Jerry Kurland
extended his appreciation, on behalf of the JGSGO, to Gregg
Gronlund for offering his time, the library room and
equipment.

(Inevitably, the census has always had some
problems ... check out this letter from 1865)

OCUPSYSHUN-CENCUSTAKER
I AM A CENCUS TAKER FOR THE CITY OF BUFFLOW.

OUR CITY HAS GROAN VERY FAST IN RESENT YEARS &
NOW IN 1865, IT HAS BECOME A HARD & TIME
CONSUMING JOB TO COUNT ALL THE PEEPHILL.
THERE ARE NOT MANY THAT CON DO THIS WERK, AS
IT IS NESESSARIE TO HA VE AN EJUCASHUN, WICH A
LOT OF PURSONS STILL DO NOT HAVE. ANUTHER
ATRIBEART NEEDED FOR THIS JOB IS GODSPELLING,
FOR MENY OF THE PEEPHILL TO BE COUNTED CAN
HARDLE SPEEK INGLISH, LET ALON SPEL THERE
NAMES.
(Courtesy of Marie Louise Gray -mgray@Tenet.ed)

thanks to Edith Schulman

WARNING!!!!
Genealogists's Disease..... This condition is
very contagious to adults.
SYMPTOMS:
Continual complaint as to the need for names, dates and
places. Patient has a blank expression, sometimes deaf ear to
spouseand children. Has no taste for work of any kind except
feverishly looking through records at libraries and Record
Offices. Has compulsion to write letters. Swears at postman
when he or she doesn't leave mail. Frequents strange places
such as cemeteries, ruins and remote desolate country areas.
Makes secret night calls, mumbles to self. Has strange
faraway look in eyes.
TREATMENT:
Medication is useless. Disease is not fatal, but gets
progressively worse. Patient should attend Family History
Workshops, subscribe to Genealogical magazines, (try
attending a JGSGO meeting) and be given a quiet corner ot
the house where he or she, can be alone.

The usual nature of the disease is - the
sicker the patient gets, the more he, she enjoys it.
(by HJ Tucker, courtesy of Marion Walker:mwaltet@SFU.Ca,
thanks to Edith Schulman)

WELCOME NEW MEMBER:
Riva L. Sorokurs of Winter Park joined the JGSGO in July.
The family names she is researching include the following:
Silverberg - Kiev
Linetsky - Kiev
Schatz - Zadik (Lihuania)

I~ __ ~
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HOW TO FILL A NEWSLETTER

continued..•.

-
-

BRAINSTORM.... Some people say "I would write if only 1
knew wbat to write about." Ideas come easy when you tbink
of all tbat is going on around you. Keep an idea clipping file.
Jot down your ideas or save a small item from tbe newspaper
or a magazine.

BARTER.... to barter means to "exchange in trade,"
or to sbare skills. If you receive otber genealogy newsletters
you may be able to write in reference to any item and in
exchange the editor of tbe otber publication may provide a
story in return.

BORROW.... Reprinting material from other
publications has become a way of life for many editors. And
there's nothing wrong with that according to the Federation
of Genealogical Societies, as long as reprints do not fill 50%
or more of our periodical. Don't just copy.... check the facts,
give credit to tbe publication from whicb you borrowed, cite
the original source and be concerned witb copyrights.

BUFF.... To buff means to polish or shine what has
been written. Sometimes it just needs a little energy added.
Energized writing does not need to be cute or chatty. It does
not mean annoying your readers with frequent underlining,
boldfacing, or lots of exclamation marks. One good way to
write is to use the 15:5:5 theory: 15: no sentence more than 15
words; 5: no paragraph more than 5 sentences; and 5: no
article more than 5 paragraphs.
Buffing also means proof reading. Watch for grammatical or
typographical errors that should have been eliminated.

Now that we all understand the six "B's" we should
have no problem meeting the challenge of having an Etz
Chaim with interesting articles.... especially if they come
from members. If you feel you can meet this challenge, send
me an e-mail (YfJay@aol.com) , call 407-464-9445 or let's
spend a few minutes at a future meeting discussing your ideas.

Eds. note: Based on Set VIII, Strategies for Editors, Finding News, How to Fill
Newsletters and Journals, by Sandra Hargreaves Luebking, Federation of
Genealogical Societies, Austin, TX, September 2001

JEWS LEAVING NEW YORK CITY
In an article in the Orlando Sentinel (July 12, 2003)

it was reported the number of Jews living in New York City
has dropped below 1 million for the first time in a century.
Tbe information was from a new study "The Jewish
Community Study of 2002," released in June by tbe
UJA-Federation of New York. The report indicated that
972,000 Jews lived in the five boroughs of New York in 2002,
a 6 percent dip from tbe last count, which was conducted in
1991. Many financially successful Jews are continuing the
decades-old trend of moving to tbe suburbs.

The study also found that the poverty level among
New York Jews has more than doubled since 1991, due to
factors including an economic downturn, an aging
population, and an influx of immigrants from the former
SovietUnion.

One in five Jewish families is poor, according to tbe
report.

NEW WEBSITE
GENEALOGY

FOR JEWISH

The JGSGO has received information announcing a
new website for Jewish Genealogy at www.jewishdata.com
The website contains more tban 65,000 exclusive records. The
records include tombstone images from entire Jewish
cemeteries located in various cities and countries, plus
thousands of documents called Declaration of Intention filed
by Jewish people from Albany County, Rensselaer County,
Schenectady County, Warren County, and many from Kings
County (Brooklyn). All records are indexed for quick
accessibility. You will be able to explore the site with just a
few clicks. Altbough the site may not be helpful to everyone
at this stage, it could be a resource and worth checking.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
JGSGO received the following notes:

"The family of Arlene Parnes acknowledges with grateful
appreciation your kind expression of sympathy. Thank you for
your donation. She would have appreciated it. "

from Mr. & Mrs. Michael Groberg, Longwood, FL

"Thank you so much for sending me the copy of Etz
Chaim with the obituary for Dad. He would have been pleased,
and I W(J$ very touched by it. I've made copies of it for my
sisters (J$ I know how much it will mean to them. Your
thoughtfulness is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely, Lynne Pensa, Longwood daughter of
"Bud" Jaffee.
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Teaching "La Dor V' Dor"
By Edith Schulman *

"The time was right, we thought, for my husband,
Charles, and I to take our grandchildren to Nashville, TN
where we both grew up. After all, Jordan was 12 years old
and soon to become a bar mitzvah and Bradley was lO-both
old enough to begin to understand their family history.

We planned to visit two Jewish cemeteries in Nashville, but
knew it was so important for this to be a positive experience
for the boys. Before we left Florida I made a Family Tree
beginning with me and going back three more generations,
naming all of their great, great-great, and great-great-great
grandparents buried in thos two cemeteries.

Bissinger was my paternal grandmother's maiden name. The
game was for Jordan and Bradley to find the graves of
everyone on the Family Tree and to check the birth and death
dates I had recorded on it. They did find an incorrect birth
date and promptly reported it to me. As they found each of
their ancestors, they placed a stone on the grave, helping
them understand the meaning of this ritual.

Now it was time to learn more about their grandma and
grandpa: schools we went to, parks we played in, and the
Temple where we married helped (we hoped) for them to look
at us as having been young once!

We visited the old neighborhoods where we grew up, but only
Charles and I could remember the laughter, the friends and
the memories.

I was lucky, the young woman who just bought t e house
where I was raised invited me in to look around. It hadn't
changes at all except for a fresh coat of paint. The front
porch, shaded by a large maple tree, had been my favorite
place to read and look out on my world of Carden Ave. Now,
it seems so small, but then it was the center of my world. We
showed the boys the creek at the end of the street where my
friends and I looked for crayfish. Beyond that, it bad all been
woods, perfect for our secret hideout. Now the woods are gone
having given way to condos.

Our trip wasn't all "the good 'ole days." It was punctuated
with a trip to a museum, an aquarium and even the Grand
Ole Opry. For eight days the children lived the slower pace in
the South. They ate Southern cooking at its best: fried
chicken and creamed corn with biscuits and cornbread!

We hope this trip was the beginning oftheir own appreciation
of and curiosity about their own family history."

* Ed. Note: Edith Schulman, now of Casselberry, FL, has
been a member of the JGSGO since 2000.

The home, 218 Carden Avenue, Nashville, TN? where Edith Lefkovitz grew up. It was
bought by her father in 1933 for $5,000, and sold in 2003 for $300,000.
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One/or you to read:
Cleaning Mother's House

by: Michael John Neill
It has been nearly a year since fictional genealogist

Barbara passed away. Her daughter Charlene reflects upon
that year in a letter to her friend Karen. Charlene truly has
been busy. Barbara is probably rolling over in her grave.

Karen,
As usual, my cards are late. It bas been a busy year.
We spent mucb oftbe year settling up Motber's

estate. Tbe bouse sold well, but cleaning it took longer tban
we expected.

You are probably tbe only person wbo did not know
Motber was a genealogy buff. Sbe told practically every
buman sbe encountered. I'm convinced tbat genealogy "nut"
was tbe most accurate pbrase. Tbe stuff was all over tbe
bouse. Tbe inberitance would bave been enougb to pay for my
new Mercedes bad sbe not insisted on spending money on tbat
blasted hobby. I don't know why sbe couldn't be more like
Tom's motber. Nadine spends bel' day doing needlepoint and
watching reruns of 50s television shows. Tom just does not
realize bow lucky be is, but men never do. My mother bad to
run off to cemeteries and courthouses. She even went to a
conference in Davenport, Iowa, last year! Can you imagine?
Davenport, Iowa! After she got back, sbe was so excited about
all tbat she bad learned and all tbe fun she bad. She was
planning on going to another one in California tbis year. Well
tbe grim reaper took care of that.

Because of my promotion to head of knick knack
sales at Garbageforless.com, I bad not been home for several
years. I was appalled to learn that Mother had converted my
old bedroom into her family history "headquarters." My
shelves of Teen Beat and other magazines documenting my
adolescence had been replaced with old family photographs,
copies of old documents, and something called family group
sbeets. She even got rid of the pants I wore to my first junior
high dance. I cried at the thought.

I could not bear to go in the room and be reminded
that my childhood had been stripped from me and replaced
with an obsession with the past. I told the children that if they
would clean the room and prepare the items for the garage
(should I say "garbage"?) sale they could have the proceeds. I
learned what true entrepreneurs they are.

Kenny stripped Mother's hard drive in under ten
minutes. I kept hearing him say "GedCom is GedGone ...
GedCom is GedGone ... " I have no idea what it meant, but
tbe computer fetched a good price. Before he unplugged the
computer, he erased all Mom's floppy disks and downloaded
public domain games. He sold these at a nominal price.

Susan took the old photograpbs to a flea market and
was able to sell many of them. Some special labels had to be
taken off and we had to take them out of protective envelopes.

Mother bad written the names on the back of many of them.
At least none of those pictures of depressing old dead

people had our last name written on them. I don't want to be
associated with such sour people.

Mother bad some type of old plat book -- whatever
that is. Kenny tore out the pages individually and seld them
separately on Ebay. It was so clever. His dad said he got
much more than if he had left the book in one piece.

Susan didn't tear the bibles apart thougb. I thought
that showed tremendously good sense. She's learning that not
everytbing can be marketed in the same way. The 1790 bible
brought her a good penny, but she couldn't get the one from
1900 to bring more than fifty cents. She donated it to a local
church, and here is where I am so proud of her. We can write
if off as a charitable deduction. Someone bad written what
they had paid for the bible on the back cover. Susan
converted that to 2001 dollars and will use that for our tax
deduction amount. I've already enrolled Susan in tax lawyer
summer camp this coming August.

There was some old large certificate of written on
heavy paper. The silly thing wasn't even in English, so why
would Mother keep it? Kenny used the other side to keep
track oHhe things he had sold. Waste not, want not. When
we were finished we put the paper in the recycling bin.

The kids put an old wedding dress from the 1870s in
the washer to get the stains out. It was terribly filthy. The
worthless thing didn't even survive the extra long cycle and
the half-galion of bleach. It's doubtful we can even use it for
cleaning rags.

The dress was in some kind of old trunk. I'm not
certain what it was for, but it had a name stenciled on the
front in huge letters along with the name of a town. Susan
gave it a good coating of red paint and sold it as a toy box.

The filing cabinets were emptied of their contents, as
were the three shelves of binders. Kenny got the bright idea
to shred the paper and sell it in bags as New Year's confetti.
The file folders were too heavy to shred.

The baby did not react well to any of this. She cried
and fussed almost the entire time. Kenny thought she wanted
tea, which made no sense to me at all. As she cried, it sounded
like she was saying "family tee." She can't even talk yet and I
tbink Kenny was hearing things, Tbe baby does look exactly
like my motber tbougb, it's the oddest tbing. The fussing
didn't stop until sbe spit up an entire bottle of strained prunes
on my junior bigh jeans, whicb we did find in tbe basement.
They were ruined -- it was tbe one real loss. Now my past has
really been taken from me - magazines and all.

Charlene
Whether you have a child like Charlene or not,
have you thought about what might happen to your
genealogy collection upon your demise?

t
I

**************************************
Thanks to Edith Schulman for suggesting this artie/e. From
Ancestry Daily News 01102/2002 Check: http://
ancestry/com/daily news
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Wby Do I Need a "Hebrew Name"?
Answer:

On the most basic level, a Jewish name is a keystone
of Jewish identity. Our sages tell us that although more than
two centuries of exile and slavery had all but assimilated the
Children of Israel into the pagan Society of Egypt, they
remained a distinct entity because they retained their
Hebrew "names, language and dress," and thus merited their
miraculous redemption.

On a deeper level, the book of Genesis teaches that
G-d created the world with "speech" ("And G-d said, 'Let
there be light!', and there was light" ete.). In the Kabbalah it
is explained that the 22 sacred letters of the Hebrew alef-bet
are the spiritual "building blocks" of all created reality, and
that the name of a thing in the Holy Tongue represents the
combination of sacred letters that reflects its distinct
characteristics and the purpose and role towards which it
was created.

Your Hebrew name is your spiritual call sign,
embodying your unique character traits and G-d-given gifts.
Ideally, you should use it 24 hours a day, not just
wben you're called to the Torah or when prayers are offered
on your behalf. Your Hebrew name functions as a conduit,
channeling spiritual energy from G-d into your soul and your
body. This is why, say the Chassidic masters, an
unconscious person will often respond and be revived when
his or her name is called. According to Jewish custom, a
critically ill person is sometimes given an additional Hebrew
name -- somewhat like a spiritual bypass operation to
funnel fresh spirituality around their existing name and into
their bodies; with the influx of spirituality, the body is given
renewed vigor to heal itself.

How do I give/get a Hebrew name?
Usually, your Hebrew name is applied to you soon after birth.
Jewish boys are named at their brit (circumcision), and girls
at a Torah reading shortly after their birth. Your name is
selected by your parents who usually name you after a
dear departed loved one, most often an ancestor. Or, if they
don't have anyone to memorialize, you just might end up with
a Hebrew name of their own preference. Either way,
however, our sages have declared that your parents'
choice of a name constitutes a "minor prophesy", since the
name they choose conforms with the inborn nature of your
soul.

If your parents didn't give you a brit or didn't name
you at a Torah reading -- or if you're a non-Jew who's
converting to Judaism - you can select any Hebrew name
that resonates with you. Often, people will choose a name that
is phonetically similar and/or of similar meaning to their
"given" name (e.g., Bernie becomes Baruch or Validmir
becomes Ze'ev).

When I was very little, I was very, very sick, my parents
gave me a middle name of a famous Rabbi ...Don't know if it
worked, but I am 70 now, guess it did, I have used it all these
years and when my Mom passed away, I noticed on my
birth certificate, that I had no middle name... interesting.
Gitman Melech, ben Arvrim Lizar.

(Based on discussions on www.Askmoses.com)

How Jews got their Names ....
Other than aristocrats and wealthy people Jews did

not get surnames in Eastern Europe until the Napoleonic
years ofthe early 19th century. Most ofthe Jews from
countries captured by Napoleon, Russia, Poland, and
Germany were ordered to get surnames for tax purposes.

After Napoleon's defeat, many Jews dropped these
names and returned to "son of' names such as:
MENDELSOHN, JACOBSON, LEVINSON, etc.

During the so called Emancipation, Jews were once
more ordered to take surnames. In Austria The Emperor
Joseph made Jews take last names in the late 1700s, Poland in
1821 and Russia in 1844. It's probable that some of our
families have had last names for 175 years or less.

In France and the Anglo Saxon countries surnames
went back to the 16th century. Also Sephardic Jews had
surnames stretching back centuries.

Spain prior to Ferdinand and Isabella was a golden
spot for Jews. They were expelled by Isabella in the same
year that Columbus left for America. The earliest American
Jews were Sephardic.

In general there were Five types of names
(people had to pay for their choice of names; the poor had
assigned names):

1-- Names that were descriptive of the head of
household: Examples: HOCH (tall), KLEIN (small),
COHEN (rabbi), BURGER (village dweller), SHEIN (good
looking), LEVI (temple singer), GROSS (large),
SCHWARTZ (darkor black), WEISS (white), KURTZ
(short)

2--Names describing occupations: Examples:
HOLTZ (wood), HOLTZKOCKER (wood chopper),
GELTSCHMIDT (goldsmith), SCHNEIDER (tailor),
KREIGSMAN (warrior), EISEN (iron), FISCHER (fish)

3- Names from city of residence:
Examples:BERLIN, FRANKFURTER, DANZIGER,
OPPENHEIMER, DEUTSCH (German) POLLACK (polisb),
BRESLAU, MANNHEIM, CRACOW, WARSHA W

4--Bought names: Examples: GLUCK (luck),
ROSEN (roses), ROSENBLATT (rose paper or leaf),
ROSENBERG (rosemountain). ROTHMAN (red man),
DIAMOND, KOENIG (king), KOENIGSBERG (king's
mountain), SPIELMAN (spiel is to play), LIEBER (lover),
BERG (mountain), WASSERMAN (water dweller),
KERSHENBLATT (ehurchpaper), STEIN (glass).

5--Assigned names (usually undesirable):
Examples:PLOTZ (todte), KLUTZ (clumsy), BILLIG (cheap)
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HOW I FOUND JOSEF SCHLEICHKORN
By: Jay Schleichkorn

In our genealogical research, we all must have
patience. Getting information often takes longer than you
expected. I share the followingstory with you to demonstrate
that there are many helpful people out there ready to assist
you. Sometimes during the search, the distance, the mail,
funding, and other obstacles can cause delays. You need to
have patience and some good will come out of your efforts.

I am sure you all are familiar with the trademark of
Smucker's Jams, "With a name like Smuckers, it has to be
good. " Genealogically my family has no relationship to
Smuckers, but I have been told time and time again, "with a
name like Schleichkorn, all Schleichkorns must be related!"
So, if I find a Schleichkorn, no matter how it is spelled, I
probably am looking at some distant relative. I use Jewishgen
often and through the Jewish Records Indexing-Poland, I
have found many Schleichkorns. With most of the people, I
have yet to make a definitive connection, but I'll agree,
perhaps, we all are related somehow.

On March 21, 2002, I went to my search engine,
www.google.com and inserted one word - Schleichkorn.
Some 50 references appeared referring to my work with
cerebral palsy, my genealogy interests, the books I wrote, and
some activities of my sons. But this time, it also listed a lfl£gJ

Schleichkorn. in the Jewish Cemetery in Olmutz, Tomb No.
ISO. Josef is not in my Family Tree Maker records. The
cemetery was in the Czech Republic. Who was he?

There was a reference to an Erich at erich
l@netvision.net.i1> Through Erich, on July 21, I obtained
the address of the Secretary of the Olmutz Jewish
Community. His name was Ing. Milos Dobry. I didn't take
any action on that information until December 26 when I
wrote the followingletter:

Ing. Milos Dobry
53 Ruzova 779-00
OLOMOUC, Czech Republic
Dear Sir:

On the Internet, I recently located the listing of members
of the Olmutz Jewish Community buried in the local cemetery.
I am interested in learning more about Josef Schleichkorn,
Tomb No. 150, 21 September 1917, 1:150. I would like very
much to obtain information that may show how Josef was
related to my family. Perhaps the tombstone names Josef's
father. Schleichkorn is an unusal name and genealogists have
told me "with a name like that, there must be a family
connection. "

Is it possible to obtain any records related to Josef or
the burial and perhaps a photograph of the tombstone? What
would be the cost of obtaining such information?

I thank you in advance for any information.

Imagine, my surprise, when at 3:00 a.m. February 3, I was
awakened from a sound sleep when my phone/fax rang. Of

course, one only thinks of some family problem when the
phone rings so early in the morning. But, it was good news. It
was a FAX from Mr. Dobry indicating, "we did not receive
any reply from an e-mail, so we repeat it by FAX " ,
Unfortunately I had no record of the previous e-mail. The
FAX stated, "We have received your request conce ning the
grave of JOSEF Schleichkorn and we confirm, that hge was a
soldier in the Austrian Army and most probably was injutred
and died in the Olomouc Hospital. We know that all soldiers,
who were buried on the Jewish cemetery in Olomouc during
the First World War, 1914-1918 were from different countries
like Poland, Hungary, Austria, Slovakia. We are ready to send
you a coloured photograph of this grave Nr. 150 and we will try
to get a copy of the death certificate of Josef Schleichkorn:

As we are a very small and poor Jewish Community
with 130 members, we ask you US 50.- (fifty) for this service as
a contribution. A cheque issued for the Jewish Community in
Olomouc would be O.K. With best regards, Ing Milos Dobry,
Secretary. "

Like some other folks involved in genealogy, I
questioned whether to send the $50 or not. To often I have
heard that sending funds is difficult and not always helpful in
obtaining dicuments. But this seemed so legitimate that four
days later, February 7, I mailed an airmail letter to Mr.
Dobry with a personal check for $50.

The next letter from Mr. Dobry was written
February 10, but mailed on the 20th. This letter was most
informative!
Dear Mr. Schleichkom,

First of all, please do apologize me for disturbing your
sleep. We thank you in advance for your contribution and here
are the results from the search after Josef Schleichkorn.
1. We have found a notation in the list of graves from 1914
which is kept at the Military Administration in Olomouc. He
was buried on the Jewish part of the Central Cemetery in
Olomouc among other 48 deceased Jewish soldiers.
2. List order: NR 43: SCHLEICHKORN Josef, member of the
Infantry Reginment nr. 13, reason of death: Kidneys
inflmmation. Day of death 20th Sept. 1917, Day of
transportation 21st September, 19f7No other information, no
name of parents.
3. On the memorial (plaque) close to the grave nr 150, there is
an inscription: Josef Schleichkom, died 21.9.1917, born in
NEUSANDEC-

Mr. Dobry using information I gave about my family,
wrote: "This place is in Poland and today's name is Nowy
Sacz: It is supposed, that as the birth place of your grandfather
- Now Targ/Poland- as well as the place, where your father
lived - Czarney Dunajec/Poland/ are within a distance of 10
miles from each other and Nowy Sacz, your family tree relation
is more than sure. "
4. If you want to be sure about the relationship with Josef
Schleichkorn, we recommend to write the following addresses:

a/ OSTERREICHISCHES STAATSARCHCHIV,
Kriegsarchiv, Nottendorfer Gasse 2m A-1030, WIEN,
AUSTRIA

Continued on page 11
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blOSTERREICHISCHES SCHWARZES KREUZ,
Kreigsgraberfursorge, Landesgeschoftstelle fur Nieder-
ostrerreich, Wien und Burgenland, Wollzeille 9, A-IOIO,
WIEN, AUSTRIA

Ask them about the parents names and the date of
birth. We cannot do this, as only relatives can obtain
confidential informations.
5. At this moment, here is a lot of snow, so photographs are
difficult to be taken. As quick as the weather will allow, we will
send you photographs of the grave and of the memorial plaque.
6. OLOMOUC is a very old town, was founded about 1000
years ago. It is located in the part of Moravia, some 155 miles
east from the capital Prague. In reality all places in Poland
where your family used to live, is about the same distance from
Olomouc as Prague. It has 105,000 inhabitants."

In a postcript to the letter, Mr. Dobry confirmed
receipt of "the USD 50. sent by checque." He also wrote, "we
have found in our Theresienstadt Memory Book another name:
Page 934: Transport Bh from Ostrava to Theresienstadt on
19th September 1942: Anna Schleichkorn, born 26th
September 1886, another transport from Theresienstadt to
Mely-Trostinec BN on 22nd September, 1942, where she died.
As Ostrava is not very far fromNowy Sacz; it could be another
member of your family. "

On March 11, 2003, I received the following e-mail
and downloaded the photographs:
"Dear Mr. Schleichkorn,
Finally we have been able to inspect the site where Josef
Schleichkorn was buried. From the enclosed photographs you
can read the na,e of Josef Schleichkom, Infantry from
Neusandec, died 21.09.1917. On the memorial disk he is
mentioned among 35 other buried Jewish soldiers, who were
not members of the Jewish Community of Olomouc. Number of
the grave 150 was identified, but no gravestone was foun: We
don't know the reason why, because only some of the
mentioned 35 people have a little gravestone with Hebrew
inscription.

On one of the enclosed photographs you can see the
middle plaque with Czech inscription, which we translated into
English. The photographs were taken by using a digital camera
and sent via e-cmail. If you are not happy with the quality, we
can send normal colored photographs, or we can take more
pictures from the site. "

As suggested by Mr. Dobry, I wrote the Military
Archives in Vienna on Marcb 19 and received a response
dated June 18. Witb a letter, giving little information, was a
death certificate card for Josef Sehleichkorn listing his
birthdate (1868), birthplace (Neu Sandec) and indicating he
was buried in the "israel Friedbof' (Jewish Cemetery) in
OImuitz.

Witb all that I know about other Sehleiehkorns from
the same geographical area, it leads me to believe Josef is~-~
part of the family group. Thanks to Mr. Dobry and others, I
now have some specific information to add to my "family
tree."

I.•.

I~ __ ..

Translation: Graves of soldiers who died in
Olomoue during World War 1914-1918

Dedicated by the Jewish religious community in
Olomouc
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Library Column

Library Has New Computer

fjfL our last issue, we advertised our need for a
newer computer to serve our Li-
brary. I am happy to report that
our wishes were granted when,
through the efforts of our Chair-
man, and the generosity of Dr.
Melvin and Judith Cohen, we
have an updated computer
available to place our Catalog
information and to view the discs which are in our Li-
brary Holdings. We do not have Internet Connectability

but we are looking into that aspect as well.
Thanks to our Chairman and donors.

New Resource Volume::
If you are researching in the State of New York,
you might try locating a resource in the recently
acquired Book titled "Genealogical Resources in
New York" edited by Estelle Guzik.
This is a compendium of resources available in
the State of New York and is quite complete in
scope.
We are trying to make the Library more friendly
to our members. Please let us know if you visit
the Library and have any suggestions for im-
provement.

The Jf7§W Ubr-aO' i§ {)pen Whenever- the ti()I()£au§t Center- i§ ()pen.

Jewish Genealogical Society
of Greater Orlando

P. O. Box 941332
Maitland, FL 32794
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The JGSGO is a member of the International Association
of Jewish Genealogical Societies, the Federation . of
Genealogical Societies and the Florida State Genealogical
Societies .
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